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Different speakers produce the same speech sound differently, yet listeners are still
able to reliably identify the speech sound. How listeners can adjust their perception
to compensate for speaker differences in speech, and whether these compensatory
processes are unique only to humans, is still not fully understood. In this study we
compare the ability of humans and zebra finches to categorize vowels despite speaker
variation in speech in order to test the hypothesis that accommodating speaker and
gender differences in isolated vowels can be achieved without prior experience with
speaker-related variability. Using a behavioral Go/No-go task and identical stimuli, we
compared Australian English adults’ (naïve to Dutch) and zebra finches’ (naïve to human
speech) ability to categorize / / and /"/ vowels of an novel Dutch speaker after learning to
discriminate those vowels from only one other speaker. Experiments 1 and 2 presented
vowels of two speakers interspersed or blocked, respectively. Results demonstrate that
categorization of vowels is possible without prior exposure to speaker-related variability in
speech for zebra finches, and in non-native vowel categories for humans. Therefore, this
study is the first to provide evidence for what might be a species-shared auditory bias that
may supersede speaker-related information during vowel categorization. It additionally
provides behavioral evidence contradicting a prior hypothesis that accommodation of
speaker differences is achieved via the use of formant ratios. Therefore, investigations of
alternative accounts of vowel normalization that incorporate the possibility of an auditory
bias for disregarding inter-speaker variability are warranted.
Keywords: vowel normalization, zebra finch, vowel categorization, speech perception, comparative cognition
Introduction
It is remarkable that even though different speakers produce the same speech sound differently,
listeners are still able to identify the speech sound. How humans are able to seemingly effortlessly
adjust their perception to accommodate for speaker differences in speech has long been a topic
of great scientific interest. The reason for this is because speech perception is thought to involve
categorization and mapping of a highly variable acoustic signal onto linguistic representations (Holt
and Lotto, 2010). A compelling example of our ability to categorize speech sounds despite enormous
variability arising from speaker differences is in the case of vowels. Vowels can be characterized by
specific frequencies called formant frequencies, which are produced when the position of the jaw,
lips, and tongue modulate the acoustic resonances of the vocal tract. The acoustic analysis of vowels
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usually involves measuring its first and second formant
frequencies (F1 and F2) using the acoustic Hertz scale (Colatoni
et al., 2015a). The same vowels spoken by men, women, and
children differ markedly in F1 and F2, causing large variation
within a vowel category and striking overlap between vowel
categories (Potter and Steinberg, 1950; Peterson and Barney,
1952; Hillenbrand et al., 1995). These differences originate
from morphological differences in vocal folds, vocal tract size
and length, with men tending to produce lower formants than
women and children due to their longer vocal tracts (Fitch and
Giedd, 1999). Despite these differences, human adults (Peterson
and Barney, 1952; Strange et al., 1976; Assmann et al., 1982),
pre-linguistic infants (Kuhl, 1983), and even non-human animals
(Dewson, 1964; Dewson et al., 1969; Baru, 1975; Burdick and
Miller, 1975; Dooling and Brown, 1990; Ohms et al., 2010a) can
effectively categorize vowels of different speakers and genders.
How are human adults, infants, and non-human animals able to
compensate for speaker differences in vowel production, and are
they all doing it in the same way?
One method of dealing perceptually with speaker variability
in vowel production is to eliminate speaker variability by
transforming the speech signal in a way that minimizes speaker
differences within a vowel category while maximizing differences
between vowel categories. Various methods have been proposed
(Adank et al., 2004a; Escudero and Bion, 2007; Johnson, 2008),
including a class of formant ratio hypotheses. These hypotheses
suggest that vowels are perceived, not in terms of raw formant
frequencies such as F1 and F2, but instead are perceived in terms
of formant frequency ratios (such as the second formant frequency
divided by the third formant frequency, F2/F3; Potter and
Steinberg, 1950; Syrdal and Gopal, 1986; Miller, 1989; Monahan
and Idsardi, 2010). There is neuropsychological evidence to
support the idea that vowel perception may occur at the level of
formant ratios, and that perception of formant ratios occurs at
low levels of auditory processing. For instance, the human brain
is sensitive to the F1/F3 ratio (Monahan and Idsardi, 2010), and
extraction and processing of vowel formants appears to be pre-
attentive and occurs at the primary auditory cortex or subcortical
level (vonKriegstein et al., 2006; Edmonds et al., 2010; Tuomainen
et al., 2013). Moreover, transformations of formant frequency
values into formant ratios effectively eliminate speaker and gender
differences in a corpus of American English vowels (Monahan and
Idsardi, 2010). Therefore, perceiving vowels in terms of formant
ratios could explain how humans are able identify vowels and
accommodate for the enormous signal variability emanating from
speaker and gender differences in vowel production.
Perceptual adjustments to accommodate for speaker
differences in vowels via perception of formant ratios that
requires only pre-attentive and low level processing mechanisms
may explain why even very young infants can accommodate for
speaker differences in vowel production (Kuhl, 1983). Combined
with findings suggesting non-human animals also adjust for
speaker differences (e.g., Burdick and Miller, 1975; Dooling
and Brown, 1990; Ohms et al., 2010a), this raises an intriguing
possibility that accommodation for speaker differences in vowel
production may arise from the tendency of the vertebrate
auditory system to perceive formant ratios. If this is the case, then
exposure to speaker-variability in vowel production need not be
necessary in order for listeners to compensate for speaker and
gender differences.
However, the currently available animal studies do not allow a
firm conclusion on this issue for several reasons (Kriengwatana
et al., 2015). First, they used /i/, /u/, and /a/ vowels as stimuli
(Dewson, 1964; Dewson et al., 1969; Baru, 1975; Burdick and
Miller, 1975). As these vowels occupy distant acoustic spaces, the
variability between these vowel categories is likely to be larger than
the variability between speakers. Consequently, a stronger test
for vowel normalization would be to use vowel categories where
speaker differences and vowel category differences have relatively
equal variation. A second factor preventing firm conclusions is
that some studies did not test the ability to normalize vowels
across genders (Dooling and Brown, 1990), even though much
of the acoustic overlap between vowel categories is due to gender
differences (Peterson and Barney, 1952). Finally, the use of
synthetic vowels that differ in only a single acoustic parameter,
e.g., using synthesized vowels with only variation in fundamental
frequency (Eriksson and Villa, 2006; Bizley et al., 2013), yields
unconvincing evidence for the ability to adjust to different
speakers because voices differ in various dimensions, and no
single acoustic cue has been found that reliably predicts speaker
characteristics (Creel and Bregman, 2011).
In a study that used natural stimuli from male and female
speakers (Ohms et al., 2010a), zebra finches could generalize their
discrimination of two words that differ only in vowels (w?t and
w"t). Discrimination was found after exposure to a single speaker
and then multiple speakers of the one sex, which generalized
to novel speakers of the other sex. Therefore, this study shows
that non-human animals can generalize their discrimination of
vowels from female speakers to male speakers and vice versa, if
they have had prior experience with discriminating vowels from
speakers of the other sex. However, for this study as well as for
previous ones on both humans and non-human animals, it is not
clear whether experience with many different speakers is required
for successful normalization of speaker and gender variability in
vowel production.
Certainly, what is lacking is an experiment that (1) tests for
compensation of speaker differences if variability between vowel
categories is as large as variability within vowel categories; (2)
tests whether subjects can normalize vowels of different males
and female speakers without having been previously trained with
many speakers (i.e., exposed to between-speaker variability in
vowel production); and (3) uses isolated vowels rather than words
as used by Ohms et al. (2010a) to provide a stronger test of the
ability to accommodate speaker differences in vowel production,
as isolated vowels are much shorter in duration and consequently
contain much less information than words (where consonants
may also have an additional influence).
The present study attempts to fill this gap by testing whether
normalization of speaker and gender differences in isolated vowels
requires prior experience with speaker-related variability. Here,
we define normalization as perceptual transformations of acoustic
input to allow behavioral classification of vowels into functionally
equivalent categories. Using a comparative approach, we test this
hypothesis in two species: songbirds that are naïve to human
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speech and human adults that are naïve to the Dutch stimuli
chosen for this study. We compare humans and songbirds for
two reasons. First, tests in songbirds will determine whether the
tendency for the auditory system to normalize speaker and gender
differences in vowels (even without experience with different
speakers) is shared with other species and therefore might
have been a pre-existing, or at least, an independently evolved
property that has affected speech evolution. Second, tests in adult
Australian English speakers will determine whether experience
with speaker and gender variability of a particular vowel category
is required for successful normalization. In our study we use the
zebra finch as a songbirdmodel. The zebra finch is usedworldwide
as amodel species to studymany aspects of song development and
its neurobiological and molecular basis (e.g., Haesler et al., 2007;
Mooney, 2009). It is also a comparative model to study whether
and how songbirds can process different aspects of human speech
sounds (e.g., Ohms et al., 2010a, 2012; Spierings and ten Cate,
2014) and artificial grammar patterns (e.g., van Heijningen et al.,
2009; Chen et al., 2015).
In two experiments, humans and zebra finches were tested with
the Go/No-go task using identical stimuli: both species learned to
discriminate the Dutch vowels // and /"/ from a single speaker
(i.e., familiar Dutch speaker, FAM) and were tested on their
ability to discriminate the same vowels produced by a different
speaker (i.e., novel Dutch speaker of the same sex or different
sex, NEW; Figure 1). In Experiment 1 FAM and NEW tokens
were presented in a mixed-speaker design and in Experiment
2 FAM and NEW tokens were presented in blocked-speaker
design; both experiments used the same stimuli. The Go/No-go
task requires subjects to make a response toward vowel stimuli
assigned to one category (Go) and to inhibit responses toward
vowel stimuli assigned to the other category (No-go). If experience
with speaker variability in vowel production is necessary for
successful normalization to occur, then we predicted that zebra
finches and humans would not be able to discriminate the vowels
of the second, new speaker.
Experiment 1: Mixed-Speaker Design
Subjects
Twelve adult zebra finches (five males, seven females) were tested
on the speaker normalization and another 12 adult zebra finches
(six males, six females) were tested on the gender normalization
(for explanations of speaker and gender normalization conditions,
refer to Stimuli section and Figure 1). All subjects were from
the Leiden University breeding colony and were at least 120 days
old at the start of the experiment. Prior to experiments, subjects
were housed in same-sex aviaries and maintained on a 13.5 L:
10.5 D schedule at 20–22°C with food (commercial tropical seed
mixture), grit, cuttlebone and water available ad libitum.
Forty undergraduate students (29 females, mean
age = 21.9 years, SD = 6.41; 29 multilinguals) at the University
of Western Sydney participated in the experiments in exchange
for course credit. Data for this study were part of a larger
dataset collected for Kriengwatana et al. (unpublished). Some
listeners were monolingual Australian English, while others
spoke languages in addition to English (Arabic, French,
Chinese, Serbian, Korean, Vietnamese, Iranian, Mandarin,
Khmer, Indonesian, Hindi, Vietnamese, Italian, Urdu, Assyrian,
German, Greek, Bengali, Egyptian, Macedonian, Cantonese,
Tagalog, Polish, Portuguese). None of the listeners had prior
exposure to Dutch. Each testing session lasted 1 h, with each
experiment taking 25 min to complete. Each participant
completed both speaker and gender normalization conditions
(order counterbalanced; see Figure 1).
Stimuli
Stimuli were naturally produced Dutch vowels // and /"/
extracted from a [s-Vowel-s] context by male and female speakers
from Adank et al. (2004b). Two tokens of each vowel from each
speaker were used. We ramped and resampled all tokens to
44100 Hz and equalized duration and amplitude using PRAAT
software (Boersma, 2001). We included tokens from several
different speakers to ensure that the results we obtained were
generalizable (Figure 1). Whether the // or /"/ vowel was the Go
or No-go stimuli was counterbalanced across birds and human
participants.
For speaker normalization, there were two pairs of female
speakers (Figure 1), counterbalanced for which vowel category
was the assigned as the Go or No-go stimulus in the Go/No-go
task. For gender normalization there were four pairs of male and
female speakers, also counterbalanced as in speaker normalization
(Figure 1).
Apparatus
Birds were tested individually in an operant conditioning cage
(70 cm  30 cm  45 cm LWH) in a sound attenuated room.
The front and sides of the cage were made from wire mesh and
the back panel of the cage was made of plywood with access
to two red LED sensors and a food hatch. A speaker located
1 m above the cage played the stimuli at 70 dB. A fluorescent
bulb was on the top of the cage maintained the same light–dark
schedule as the breeding colony, and was switched off when birds
received a penalty for incorrect responses during the Go/No-go
task. Water, cuttlebone, and grit were available ad libitum. All
animal procedures were approved by the LeidenUniversity animal
experimentation committee (DEC #13151).
Humans were presented stimuli via headphones attached to a
laptop computer running E-prime version 2 in a quiet location.
Go/No-Go Procedure
Birds could initiate a trial by pecking the illuminated left LED
sensor, which led to the presentation of a vowel stimulus, and
illumination of the right LED sensor. Birds were rewarded with
10 s of access to food if they pecked the right sensor within 6 s of
hearing a Go stimulus, and were penalized with a 15 s period of
darkness for pecking the right sensor within 6 s of hearing a No-
go stimulus. Each trial was separated by a 2 s interval where both
LED sensors were extinguished and unresponsive to pecks.
Birds were pre-trained with a recording of a zebra finch song
as the Go and a 2 k-Hz pure tone as the No-go stimulus until
they reached a learning criterion of at least 75% responses to the
Go and less than 25% responses to the No-go stimulus for two
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FIGURE 1 | F1 and F2 values for the sets of speakers used for speaker
and gender normalization conditions. S1 and S2 show the two stimuli sets
used for Speaker normalization (all female tokens). Circled tokens were the FAM
Go and No-go tokens used during the training, non-circled ones were the NEW
test tokens. G1, G2, G3, and G4 were the stimulus sets used for Gender
normalization (male and female tokens). In sets G1 and G2, the FAM Go and
No-go tokens (circled) were female and the NEW test tokens male. In sets G3
and G3, the FAM Go and No-go tokens were male and NEW tokens female. In
Experiment 1, birds were exposed to one of the stimulus sets, while humans
were exposed to an S stimuli set and a G stimuli set (e.g., S1 and G1, G2 and
S1). In Experiment 2, birds and returning human participants were exposed to
the same set as Experiment 1.
consecutive days. Birds were then switched to the training phase,
where they learned to discriminate between FAM // and /"/ until
they reached the learning criterion of at least 75% responses to
the Go and less than 25% responses to the No-go stimuli for
three consecutive days. Once this criterion was reached, birds
proceeded to the testing phase, where reward and penalties were
provided on only 80% of trials—in this 80% of trials only FAM
tokens were presented. In the remaining 20% of trials, the //
and /"/ tokens from NEW were presented interspersed with FAM
tokens. For some birdsNEW tokens were from a speaker with the
same sex as FAM; for others NEW tokens were from a speaker
with a different sex as FAM. No feedback was given for this 20% of
trials to ensure that subjects’ responses to the unfamiliar speaker
did not reflect learning due to feedback.We collected 40 responses
to each token of FAM and NEW (80 responses per vowel type per
speaker). We adapted the zebra finch Go/No-go task for use with
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human adult participants so that we could directly compare the
performance of birds and humans. Listeners were given minimal
verbal instructions, andwere simply told to listen to sounds and to
determine what to do in order to earn as many points as possible.
To earn points, participants had to press “spacebar” when they
heard the Go stimulus, and to not press any key when they heard
the No-go stimulus.
Participants initiated each trial by pressing the spacebar. After
the presentation of a token, the text “Press Spacebar if appropriate”
appeared on the screen. If participants pressed the spacebar within
2 s after hearing a Go stimulus, they were positively reinforced
with a “smiley face,” a pleasant sound, and 1 point. If they pressed
the spacebar within 2 s after hearing a No-go stimulus, they were
penalized with a “sad face,” an unpleasant sound, and no point.
Feedback appeared on the screen for 2 s.
Similar to birds, human participants completed a pre-training
phase (two blocks of 10 randomized trials of “deet” and “pon”),
a training phase (three blocks of 20 randomized trials of FAM
// and /"/, total 60 trials), and a test phase (six blocks of
20 randomized trials of FAM and NEW, total 120 trials with
96 FAM and 24 NEW tokens). Participants were not informed
that feedback would not be given for responses to unfamiliar
vowel tokens or to 25% of responses to trained tokens. In
this way, we obtained six responses to each token of the
familiar and unfamiliar speaker (12 responses per vowel type
per speaker) in the absence of feedback. We only collected
12 responses to NEW for humans in Experiment 1 in order
to prevent fatigue. Although this differs from the number of
responses we collected from the zebra finches, it is unlikely
to affect our comparison because humans also learned the
Go/No-go task and FAM discrimination faster than the zebra
finches.
Statistics
We used generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with a binary
logistic regression and the number of Go responses to each vowel
token from FAM and NEW on trials without feedback as the
dependent variable. We first analyzed for effects of stimulus set
(Figure 1) on number of Go responses in a separate GLMMs for
birds and humans and found no significant differences between
speaker sets, so we pooled results from the different speaker sets
in the final model.
For birds, the final model contained normalization type
(speaker or gender), stimulus type, and normalization
type  stimulus type as fixed effects, with stimulus type
specified as a within-subject variable. For humans, the final
GLMM model contained normalization type, stimulus type,
linguistic background (monolingual or multilingual), and order
of testing (speaker or gender normalization first) as fixed
main effects. We entered all two- and three-way interactions
between stimulus type and other terms as fixed interaction
effects. Stimulus type was specified as a within-subject
variable for birds. Stimulus type and normalization type were
specified as within-subject variables for humans. Satterthwaite
correction for degrees of freedom was applied, as required
when performing GLMMs that use pseudolikelihood estimation
(Stroup, 2012).
Results and Discussion
Our analysis of birds’ performance showed that they could
discriminate between the NEW // and /"/ tokens, whether they
originated from the same or different gender as FAM (Figure 2A).
There was a significant main effect of stimulus type (FAM
Go, FAM No-go, NEW Go, NEW No-go) on number of Go
responses [F(3,19) = 80.0, p < 0.001], but no main effect of
experiment (speaker or gender normalization) or interaction
of stimulus type by experiment. To assess differences between
responses to stimulus types, three simple planned comparisons
were performed between: (1) FAM Go and NEW Go; (2) FAM
No-go and NEW No-go; (3) NEW Go and NEW No-go. All three
comparisons differed significantly from each other (p < 0.001).
This indicates that birds noticed the speaker/gender change, but
still differentiated vowel categories by responding more to the
unfamiliar Go stimuli than unfamiliar No-go stimuli (Figure 2A).
There were noticeable individual differences in performance, as
some birds strongly and correctly discriminated between the
vowels of the unfamiliar speaker while other birds did not or
discriminated incorrectly (Figure 2B).
The analysis of human’s performance showed a partly
similar pattern to birds. The number of Go responses differed
significantly depending on stimulus type [main effect stimulus
type, F(3,156) = 74.6, p < 0.001], but did not differ by
normalization type, linguistic background, or order of
testing (all humans did a speaker and gender normalization
experiment). This indicates that participants responded similarly
regardless of whether they were doing speaker or gender
normalization (Figures 2C,E), and that performance on the
second normalization task was not affected by experience with
the first normalization task. In contrast to the findings in the zebra
finches, simple planned comparisons of the main effect showed
that only the NEW Go and NEW No-go differed significantly
(p = 0.019). There was a significant interaction of stimulus
type  linguistic background (p = 0.044; Figure 2D). Post hoc
comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment conducted separately
for monolinguals and multilinguals showed that multilinguals
did not categorize the NEW vowels as strongly as monolinguals,
in speaker and gender normalization experiments. Multilinguals
responded differently to all stimulus types (p < 0.001 for all
comparisons except FAM No-go and NEW No-go, where there
was a trend to respond more to the NEW No-go, p = 0.051),
whereas monolinguals did not respond differently to FAM Go
and NEW Go, or to FAM No-go and NEW No-go (Figure 2D).
Hence, multilingual human listeners performed more similarly
to zebra finches than monolingual human listeners. Humans also
showed noticeable individual differences in their classification
of NEW vowels, similar to the birds (Figure 2E). These results
show that despite being influenced by speaker/gender changes
(albeit to a lesser degree than birds), human participants can
correctly classify non-native vowels of an unfamiliar speaker.
Nevertheless, human vowel normalization can be influenced by
linguistic experience (with knowledge of more than one language
reducing discrimination).
Therefore, the results of Experiment 1 show that most humans
and at least some birds can correctly classify novel or non-native
vowels of produced by a different speaker, regardless of gender,
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FIGURE 2 | Group level performance of birds (A) and humans (C), and
individual level performance of birds (B) and humans (E) in
Experiment 1. Dotted line in (B) shows performance of bird 257 (discussed
in Experiment 2 Results). In (A,C), black dots represent the combined
average of performance on speaker and gender normalization conditions
(which were not significantly different from each other). Birds and humans
correctly discriminated between NEW vowels because they responded
significantly more to the Go than No-go tokens (*). (D) Multilinguals’
responses to the FAM Go and NEW Go differed significantly (+), as did their
responses to the FAM No-go and NEW No-go (#). Nevertheless,
monolingual and multilinguals correctly discriminated between the NEW Go
and NEW No-go (*).
without prior exposure to speaker/gender-related variability in
production of these vowels. Nevertheless, due to differences
in experimental design, the current zebra finch findings are
not directly comparable with several prior studies on vowel
normalization that exposed animals to blocks of different speakers
(Dewson, 1964; Dewson et al., 1969; Baru, 1975; Burdick and
Miller, 1975; Ohms et al., 2010a). The mixed-speaker design
used in Experiment 1 presented vowels of the FAM and NEW
simultaneously in the testing phase (i.e., speakers are mixed,
not blocked). Mixed-speaker designs have also been used in
other experiments that have tested speech perception non-human
animals (e.g., Dooling and Brown, 1990; Ohms et al., 2012).
Researchers have so far assumed that these different designs
measure the same cognitive processes, but this assumption has
yet to be explicitly validated. Consequently, we conducted another
experiment with a blocked-speaker design to test and compare
vowel normalization abilities of zebra finches and humans. We
predicted that both species would still be able to normalize
speaker differences in vowel production if speakers are presented
sequentially, as prior work in humans suggests that vowel
identification is easier in blocked-speaker conditions compared
to mixed-speaker conditions (Strange et al., 1976; Assmann et al.,
1982; Magnuson and Nusbaum, 2007).
Experiment 2: Blocked-Speaker Design
Subjects
The same birds that completed Experiment 1 were tested in
Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, birds heard the same set of
speakers as in Experiment 1. After completing Experiment 1, birds
were given a rest period of 7–15 days (ad libitum access to food,
water, grit, and cuttlebone) before being starting Experiment 2.
Twenty-five undergraduate students at the University of
Western Sydney participated in the experiments in exchange for
course credit. Ten participants had previously participated in
Experiment 1 (nine females, mean age = 23.0 years, SD = 8.17;
11 multilinguals); 15 were naïve and had not (11 females, mean
age = 20.6 years, SD = 2.77; 10 multilinguals). Four of the naïve
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participants completed the gender normalization with a different
set of speakers than the ones used in the present study, so only
their data for speaker normalization was included. Similar to
Experiment 1, participants had diverse language backgrounds and
many spoke other languages in addition to English. None of the
listeners had prior exposure to Dutch.
Stimuli, Apparatus, and Procedure
The same stimuli and apparatus used in Experiment 1 were used
in Experiment 2. The same Go/No-go procedure was also used,
where humans and birds had to learn to respond to one set of
stimuli and withhold responses to another set of stimuli.
Zebra finches started Experiment 2 by repeating the pre-
training phase and training phase with the same Go/No-go task,
apparatus, and stimuli as in Experiment 1. When the learning
criterion in the training phase was reached (at least 75% correct
for three consecutive days), birds completed a second training
phase (with the same learning criterion), where the FAM tokens
were replaced by NEW tokens. Therefore, Experiment 2 blocked-
speaker design presents vowels of FAM and NEW in separate
blocks with trial-by-trial feedback for the tokens of both speakers.
Humans were tested using the same Go/No-go task, apparatus,
and stimuli as Experiment 1. Participants completed a pre-
training phase (20 trials of “deet” and “pon”) and a training phase
(60 trials FAM // and /"/). They then completed a second training
phase (with feedback) consisting of three blocks of 20 randomized
trials of NEW // and /"/. The trials immediately after the switch
from FAM to NEW are critical for determining whether subjects
can generalize their discrimination of FAM // and /"/ toNEW //
and /"/ tokens.
Statistics
We used a GLMM with a binary logistic regression and the
number of Go responses to FAM and NEW tokens as the
dependent variable. For birds, this was the number of Go
responses toward FAM tokens on the day before the switch
to NEW tokens, and the first 40 presentations of each of the
NEW vowel tokens (immediately after the switch from FAM to
NEW). Normalization type, stimulus type, and the interaction of
normalization type and stimulus typewere entered as fixed effects.
Stimulus type was also specified as a within-subject variable. For
humans, the dependent variable was the last 30 presentations of
FAM tokens and the first 30 presentations of each NEW token,
respectively. Normalization type, stimulus type, status (returning
or new participants), linguistic background, and all higher-order
interactions including stimulus type were entered as fixed effects
(except for the three-way interaction involving stimulus type,
status, and linguistic background because none of our returning
subjects were monolingual). Normalization type and stimulus
type were specified as within-subject variables.We did not include
order of testing as a factor since it did not seem to influence
participants’ performance in Experiment 1. For birds and humans
we again found no differences between responses to the different
speaker sets, so we pooled results from the different speaker sets
in the final model. Satterthwaite correction for degrees of freedom
was applied.
Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, humans and birds were tested on their
categorization of NEW vowels after having first learned to
discriminate FAM vowels. In line with our findings in Experiment
1, birds and humans could discriminate between the NEW //
and /"/ tokens in a blocked-speaker design, regardless whether
NEW was of the same or different gender (Figure 3). For birds,
there was a significant main effect of stimulus type on number
of Go responses, F(3,36) = 236.8, p < 0.001. Simple planned
comparisons showed that FAM Go and NEW Go, FAM No-
go and NEW No-go, and NEW Go and NEW No-go differed
significantly from each other (p< 0.001). This indicates that, as in
Experiment 1, birds were sensitive to the speaker/gender change,
but maintained their distinction of vowel categories (Figure 3A).
No other main effects or interactions were significant. For
humans, there was a significant main effect of stimulus type
[F(3,79) = 81.9, p < 0.001] and interaction between stimulus
type and status [F(3,79) = 7.2, p < 0.001]. Simple planned
comparisons of the main effect showed that humans classified
NEW tokens similarly to FAM tokens, while distinguishing
between NEW Go NEW No-go tokens (p < 0.001; Figure 3C).
Participants who had done Experiment 1 performed better than
naïve participants when classifying FAM No-go (p < 0.001) and
NEW Go tokens (p = 0.007, Bonferroni-corrected; Figure 3D).
Naïve participants also differed in categorization of FAM No-
go and NEW No-go, showing better categorization with NEW
tokens (p < 0.001; Figure 3D). There were again noticeable
individual differences in performance: some birds and humans
robustly discriminated between NEW vowels and others did not
or discriminated incorrectly (Figures 3B,E). Therefore, these
results show that the ability to normalize speaker and gender
differences in vowels is robust despite differences in experimental
design (i.e., Experiment 1 was a mixed-speaker and Experiment 2
was a blocked-speaker design). Our findings are thus comparable
to previous studies that have used either one or the other
type of design and additionally support the assumption that
mixed- and blocked-speaker designs measure the same cognitive
processes.
The results of both Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that birds
and humans can successfully normalize speaker and gender
differences in vowel production without prior exposure to
speaker-related variability (in the case of birds), or without
exposure to speaker-related variability in specific (non-native)
vowel categories (in the case of humans). Nevertheless, when
looking at the speaker sets used in this study (Figure 1), one
may question whether normalization (i.e., executing a perceptual
transformation of the auditory input) was truly necessary for birds
or humans to correctly categorizeNEW vowels used in the present
study. In many cases the acoustic distance between the F1 and/or
F2 formant frequencies of the same vowel categories of the FAM
and NEW are smaller than the acoustic distance in F1 and/or
F2 formant frequencies between vowel categories (e.g., Figure 1,
stimulus set S1). Thus, our analyses so far have not excluded
that birds’ or humans’ successful performance was simply due to
reliance on acoustic distances and hence could be explained by
generalization of a single parameter from the FAM to the NEW,
rather than by normalization.
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FIGURE 3 | Group level performance of birds (A) and humans (C), and
individual level performance of birds (B) and humans (E) on
Experiment 2. Black circles represent the combined average of
performance on speaker and gender normalization conditions (which were
not significantly different from each other). Asterisks in (A) and (C) indicate
that birds and humans correctly discriminated between NEW vowels
because they responded significantly more to the Go than No-go tokens.
Naïve participants performed worse than returning participants (D) in
categorizing FAM No-go and NEW Go (*), but seemed to improve in their
ability to categorize No-go tokens over trials (#). Note that for birds and
multilinguals, FAM Go is significantly different from NEW Go (not indicated in
the figure).
Can acoustic Distance or Formant Ratios
Explain Successful Categorization
Performance?
To determine whether acoustic distances explains successful
categorization of NEW tokens by humans and birds, we focused
our subsequent analysis on birds’ and humans’ responses to
a specific speaker set where the acoustic distances within and
between vowel categories of the two speakers were more similar
(Figure 1, stimulus set G2). For this speaker set, we calculated
the acoustic distances between: (1) FAM // and NEW //; (2)
FAM /"/ and NEW /"/; (3) FAM // and NEW /"/; (4) FAM /"/
andNEW // (Figure 4). Thus, the first two calculations represent
within vowel category differences and the latter two calculations
represent between vowel category differences. Acoustic distances
were calculated asp[F12 + F22 + F32] in Erb. We also calculated
acoustic distances that included F0 (in Mel) as an index of
speaker quality, using the formula F0  p[F12+ F22 + F32],
which yielded similar between- and within-category differences
as calculations with formants only (FAM // to NEW // = 49.65;
FAM /"/ to NEW /"/= 36.17; FAM // to NEW /"/= 47.16; FAM
/"/ to NEW //= 38.69).
These calculations show that the acoustic distances between
and within vowel categories (i.e., acoustic distance of the
NEW vowels to each of the FAM vowels) are highly similar.
Therefore, acoustic distance is an uninformative cue with which
to categorize the NEW vowels. Using data from Experiment 1
(where no feedback was provided so results were not biased by
learning), we computed the perceived similarity between FAM
and NEW vowels by taking the absolute difference between Go
responses to FAM and NEW vowels (i.e., FAM // and NEW
//; FAM /"/ and NEW /"/; FAM // and NEW /"/; FAM /"/
and NEW //). Again, the first two calculations represent the
perceived similarity of vowels within the same category (within-
category) and the latter two calculations represent the perceived
similarity of vowels of different categories (between-category). If
an individual was relying on acoustic distances, then responses to
within- and between-categories should be relatively equal since
the acoustic distances within- and between-categories are quite
similar.
However, most of the birds and human listeners did not
respond equally to // and /"/ vowels (Figure 4). Paired
t-tests of birds’ responses showed that birds treated NEW
// almost significantly more like FAM // than FAM /"/
(p = 0.065). Birds also treated NEW /"/ as more almost
significantly more similar to FAM /"/ than FAM //
(p = 0.065). However, bird 257 behaved very differently
from the others by treating all NEW tokens as No-go
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FIGURE 4 | Plots of acoustic distances between FAM (circled) and
NEW vowels in the G2 stimulus set of the gender normalization
experiment (A) show that acoustic distances within and between
vowel categories of familiar and unfamiliar speaker are highly similar
and thus likely an unreliable cue for category membership. Still, birds
(B) and humans (C) show differences in response to NEW vowels when the
stimulus is the same (solid bars) or a different vowel (striped bars). Smaller
values indicate smaller perceived differences. Bird 257 treated all NEW
stimuli as No-go stimuli. Letters underneath human participant numbers
indicate languages spoken other than English (I, Iranian; K, Khmer; M,
Mandarin; U, Urdu; As, Assyrian; Ge, German; P, Persian; Ch, Chinese; A,
Arabic; Gr, Greek).
stimuli, suggesting that it had learned to discriminate
between FAM vowel categories by simply memorizing the
tokens (see Figure 2B). Paired t-tests excluding bird 257
showed that birds treated NEW // as significantly more
similar to FAM // (mean  SEM = 20.0  2.65) than
FAM /"/ (mean  SEM = 35.67  3.74), t(2) =  8.88,
p = 0.012, and treated NEW /"/ as significantly more similar
to FAM /"/ (mean  SEM = 33.33  3.76) than FAM //
(mean SEM= 49.00 3.00), t(2)= 8.88, p= 0.012. Analysis
of human data showed that human participants did not treat
NEW // as more similar to FAM // (mean SEM= 4.00 1.08)
than FAM /"/ (mean  SEM = 6.42  0.93; P = 0.099),
although they did treat NEW /"/ as significantly more similar
to FAM /"/ (mean  SEM = 2.17  0.86) than FAM //
(mean  SEM = 5.58  1.05), t(11) =  3.66, p = 0.004. Thus,
neither birds nor humans appear to be consistently using acoustic
distances for vowel identification, at least for this particular
speaker set.
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FIGURE 5 | Acoustic distances between vowel categories of FAM and NEW (gray) after transformation into formant ratios according to Monahan and
Idsardi (2010; A), and the number of errors individuals tested on this speaker set made when classifying NEW // and /"/ (B).
Recently, Monahan and Idsardi (2010) demonstrated that
transformations of first and second formant frequency values
of English vowels (4) into F1/F3 and F2/F3 ratios effectively
eliminated variation between speakers and genders (where F1,
F2, and F3 are the first, second, and third formant frequencies,
respectively). They suggested that F3 varies correlational with a
speaker’s fundamental frequency and remains consistent across
vowels for that speaker (2,21). Therefore, we subsequently
analyzed whether transformation of formant frequencies into
F1/F3 and F2/F3 formant ratios (Monahan and Idsardi, 2010),
could explain how birds and humans might have behaviorally
classified vowels in this speaker set. We observed that after
transformation into ratios, the // tokens of FAM and NEW were
tightly clustered whereas the /"/ tokens were not (Figure 5).
Computations of acoustic distances within and between vowel
categories in this transformed space using the formula p[(NEW
F1/F3   FAM F1/F3)2 + (NEW F2/F3   FAM F2/F3)2] supports
this observation: theNEW // vowels are acoustically much closer
to the FAM // than /"/ vowels, but the NEW /"/ vowel are
acoustically almost equidistant between the FAM // and /"/
vowels (Figure 5). Consequently, if individuals used formant
ratios to classify the NEW vowels, then both birds and humans
should be significantly more accurate at categorizing theNEW //
vowels than /"/ vowels.
To determine accuracy we again used data from Experiment 1
and calculated error rates for each individual, which we defined as
the absolute difference between the number of responses made to
NEW minus the number of responses made to the FAM during
the test phase. For example, bird 242 received // as the Go
stimulus and /"/ as the No-go stimulus, and made Go responses
to the FAM and NEW // and /"/ vowels 73 and 52, and 6 and
39 times, respectively. Thus, this bird made 21 (73   52 = 21)
and 33 (6   39 = 33) errors when classifying the // and /"/
categories, respectively. Results from all individuals tested in
this speaker set are shown in Figure 5. We found that three
out of four birds and three out of twelve human listeners made
more errors when categorizing the NEW /"/ than //. Paired
t-tests on error rates showed that neither birds nor humans made
significantly more errors to /"/ than // (mean  SEM for errors
to /"/ and // = 25.00  8.75 and 33.75  13.88 for birds;
2.17  0.86 and 4.00  1.08 for humans). The analyses include
bird 257, as removal of its data did not alter results. Thus, our
behavioral data do not support the hypothesis that sensitivity
to formant ratios accounts for how humans normalize vowels,
at least not at the overt behavioral level (Monahan and Idsardi,
2010). Nevertheless, our null results may have resulted from low
statistical power (!2 = 0.048 and 0.131 for birds and humans,
respectively) and differences in linguistic background, so further
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experiments with larger sample sizes and a homogenous linguistic
participant population are warranted.
General Discussion
Our findings in songbirds and human adults clearly show
that categorization of isolated vowels irrespective of speaker
and gender differences does not require prior experience with
speaker-related variability. Specifically, we have shown that at the
group level, zebra finches can, like humans, correctly categorize
vowels of an unfamiliar speaker if they previously learned to
discriminate the vowels of another speaker (note that inter-
individual variability in performance was displayed by both
zebra finches and humans). We demonstrate this with two
different experimental designs (i.e., mixed- and blocked-speaker
designs) that have been used by many prior studies to test vowel
discrimination/generalization. Importantly, these results were
obtained with stimuli chosen to overcome problems in previous
animal studies by ensuring that (1) the variability between vowel
categories was similar to the variability between speakers; (2)
natural vowel tokens were used; (3) multiple sets of speakers
were used; (4) stimuli included male and female speakers. Prior
studies did not use stimuli or designs that encompassed all these
aspects (Dewson, 1964; Dewson et al., 1969; Baru, 1975; Burdick
and Miller, 1975; Dooling and Brown, 1990; Eriksson and Villa,
2006; Bizley et al., 2013; Kriengwatana et al., 2015). The use of
isolated vowels also eliminates the possibility that the birds could
have relied on other information, such as formant transitions
in words, to successfully categorize vowels (Ohms et al., 2010a).
Consequently, our study provides the strongest evidence thus
far that non-human animals can indeed ignore speaker-related
variation in vowel production in order to categorize vowels, and
that they do not require exposure to speaker-related variability
in speech (for zebra finches) or non-native vowel categories (for
humans) to exhibit these behaviors.
These findings allude to the possibility that a species-shared
auditory bias for discarding speaker-related variability to enable
vowel categorization may exist. Indeed, an auditory bias for
ignoring speaker differences in vowel production may explain
why even pre-verbal infants succeed in categorizing vowels with
speaker-related variability (Kuhl, 1983). The role of experience
with speaker-related variabilitymay be to tune the auditory system
to the most relevant acoustic parameters that define phonetic
categories. This could at least in part explain why Australian
adults with experience normalizing speaker-related variability in
their native language showed more robust categorization than
birds that had no prior experience with speaker-related variability.
In support of this idea, adult human participants were more
successful at learning novel speech categories when different
speakers were presented within a block of trials as opposed to
when different speakers were presented sequentially across blocks
of trials (i.e., mixed- and blocked-speaker designs, respectively;
Chandrasekaran et al., 2014). Experience with speaker-related
variability may also partially explain why monolinguals and
multilingual Australian English listeners in our study differed
in their speaker/sex normalization abilities, with multilingual
human listeners performing more similarly to zebra finches
than monolingual human listeners in Experiment 1. Specifically,
one reason for the poorer performance by multilinguals in our
study could be because many of our bilingual and multilingual
speakers had a native language without a vowel contrast similar
to Dutch //-/"/ (e.g., Arabic). These listeners may have had
more problems transferring their initial discrimination of the
FAM vowels to the NEW speaker when compared to Australian
English monolinguals who have a similar contrast in their native
language, namely //-/e/ (and therefore could have had much
more experience with speaker-related variability for this vowel
contrast, especially during infancy when native vowel categories
are formed). This possibility is at the core of models of non-
native and second language speech perception (for reviews of
these models, see Colatoni et al., 2015b; Escudero et al., 2014),
which predict higher discrimination accuracy for a non-native
phonemic contrast with a similar counterpart in the listeners’
native language than for a non-native contrast that is not found
in the listeners’ native language.
Our results are suggestive the existence for a species-shared
auditory bias for discarding speaker-related information, but due
to the nature of the experimental design, they do not tell us
whether zebra finches will preferentially do so if given equal
opportunity to categorize vowels according to either phonetic
or indexical information (i.e., vowel category versus speaker
identity, respectively). This is because we specifically trained our
zebra finches to discriminate between two vowels from a single
speaker, but never trained them to discriminate between two
different speakers and ignore vowel differences. These results
thus motivate important future studies that investigate whether
zebra finches are capable of flexibly categorizing vowels along
speaker identity as well as phonetic identity, what the underlying
mechanism might be, and whether these mechanisms parallel
those found in humans. Such experiments could provide crucial
evidence that zebra finches do not perceive human speech sounds
as unitary wholes (i.e., exemplars), but are able to analytically
deconstruct such sounds into different components. Based on
visual categorization experiments, it has been suggested that the
ability to analyze stimuli that differ along multiple dimensions
and categorize them along different dimensions is a recent
evolutionary development restricted to primates (Berg and Grace,
2011; Berg et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2011, 2012). As zebra finches
are one of the most important models for comparative studies for
understanding the evolution of speech perception and language, it
is fundamental that we rigorously test whether this assumption is
also valid for acoustic categorization (and specifically for human
speech sound categorization) in order to thoroughly understand
the similarities and differences in how zebra finches perceive
speech sounds compared to humans.
The influence of auditory experiences on an auditory bias
toward disregarding speaker-information for vowel categorization
is further supported by our results showing that not all
birds or humans performed equally well when categorizing
the novel speaker’s vowels. These individual differences in
performance indicate that vowel categorization (that may employ
normalization processes) is not uniform across all listeners: not
all individuals appear to use the same acoustic cues, or they
may use the same cues but to different extents. Heterogenic
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cue use been reported in voice recognition, where different
listeners use different cues to distinguish voices (Kreiman
et al., 1992). Linguistic background may have contributed to
variation in categorization performance in our study. However,
examination of participants with the same linguistic background
(i.e., participants 42, 77, and 75) showed that they are not
consistent in their errors when classifying the vowels of the
unfamiliar speaker (Figures 4 and 5). Consequently, we suspect
that an important source of individual variation in vowel
categorizationmay stem from variation in learning strategies used
to learn the initial discrimination of the familiar speaker’s vowels
(e.g., bird 257; Uno et al., 1997; Morisaka and Okanoya, 2008; van
Heijningen et al., 2009, 2013; Seki et al., 2013; Chandrasekaran
et al., 2014).
The results of this study provide the first behavioral evidence
challenging Monahan and Idsardi’s (2010) hypothesis that
normalization of speaker differences in vowel production is
achieved by perceptual transformations of auditory input into
formant ratios. This hypothesis was based on their finding that
age and gender variation contributed significantly to differences
in formant frequencies F0 to F3, but that age and gender did not
contribute to differences in F1/F3 or F2/F3 ratios. Consequently,
we predicted that formant ratios would be used to normalize
vowels of speakers of different genders, especially when F1 and
F2 values are uninformative of vowel category. Surprisingly,
our analyses of humans’ and birds’ performance in such a
situation showed that behavioral vowel categorization was not
likely achieved by transformation of formants into formant ratios
F1/F3 and F2/F3.
Several possibilities can account for the discrepancy between
our findings and those of Monahan and Idsardi (2010). For
instance, the use of F1/F3 and F2/F3 ratios for speaker
normalization may be limited for use with native vowels only,
and is only employed after listeners have had exposure to
speaker-related variability. This may explain why the brains of
monolingual English adult participants were responsive to the
F1/F3 ratio of synthesized English vowels (Monahan and Idsardi,
2010), and why Australian English adults do not appear to use
formant ratios to categorize Dutch vowels. Of course, it is possible
that the brains of our human participants also calculated the F1/F3
ratio, but that this calculationwas not used because of interference
by processes involved in behavioral responses. Future studies can
address these possibilities by recording brain activity for F1/F3
during a behavioral categorization task, using a homogenous
linguistic population, artificial speech sounds controlling for
various potential confounds, and using very different non-native
vowels to avoid perceptual assimilation of non-native vowels into
native vowel categories (Best, 1994).
Other normalization methods that involve transformations
of formant frequencies into formant ratios—such as Lobanov’s
(1971) z-score transformation and Nearey’s (1978) single log
mean—may yield better normalization of Dutch vowels, as a
comparison of various vowel normalization methods showed
that these procedures were the most effective at removing
physiological/anatomical variation in Dutch vowels (Adank
et al., 2004a). However, these procedures assume that the
information required for vowel normalization is distributed
across multiple vowel categories (especially /i/, /u/, and /a/)
and hence not contained in a single vowel of a speaker. As
our subjects heard only // and /"/ vowels of each speaker, it
seems unlikely that these normalization procedures would have
been used by subjects in this study. Alternatively, perhaps no
transformations of the acoustic signal are required for dealing
with speaker-related variability. For instance, exemplar-based
models of speech perception propose that listeners compare
the acoustic properties of the target speech with the acoustic
properties of a set of exemplars (gained from past experiences)
of that speech category (see Johnson, 1997). However, our
results seem to argue against these models as well, since zebra
finches in our experiment were able to successfully categorize
acoustically similar vowels produced by a novel speaker even
though they had prior experience with only one speaker (i.e., they
would not have accumulated enough exemplars of each vowel
category to enable reliable comparisons). Similar issues apply to
computational models of speech perception that use a Bayesian
inferential approach—these models must first learn from many
speakers/instances in order to be able to categorize novel instances
(e.g., Yildiz et al., 2013).
Although an exhaustive exploration of the possible
normalization procedures used by the humans and zebra
finches in this study is beyond the scope of this paper, we believe
it is very important to underscore that a better understanding
of how songbirds perceptually compensate for inter-individual
variability in their own communication signals may pave the
road to a better understanding of how humans compensate
for inter-speaker variability in speech. This is because there
are many parallels between humans and songbirds in vocal
production mechanisms, the acoustic characteristics of vocal
output, auditory perception, and the necessity to accurately
perceive and categorize vocal communication signals that vary
between different individuals.
One example of the striking similarity between how humans
produce speech and how birds produce song is the physical
mechanisms of phonation. In songbirds, phonation is achieved
via a structure called the syrinx, which has two pairs of internal
labia that can alter the airflow passing from the lungs to
the trachea; specific muscles that control tension of the labia
act in coordination with respiratory muscles to generate and
supply vocal output with desired acoustic features (Mindlin
and Laje, 2005; Riede and Goller, 2010; Amador and Mindlin,
2014). These coordinated motor movements are precisely timed
with neural activity in a cortical premotor region required
for song perception and production—similarly, human speech
requires precise coordination between brain activity and motor
control (Amador et al., 2013). Humans and songbirds also seem
to share mechanisms of frequency modulation. In humans,
subglottal pressure affects fundamental frequency; in zebra
finches pressure from air sacs below the syrinx modulates
fundamental frequency of vocalizations with harmonic stacks
(Amador and Margoliash, 2013). Additionally, songbirds can
use their vocal tract as a filter to further acoustically modify
the output of the syrinx (for example, by opening and closing
of the beak to alter vocal tract length; Nowicki, 1987; Hoese
et al., 2000). For zebra finches, Ohms et al. (2010b) showed that
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both beak gape and the oropharyngeal-esophageal cavity
contribute to vocal tract filtering. Similarities in frequency
modulation mechanisms between humans and zebra finches
may consequently explain why the acoustic structure of
human and zebra finch vocal output (i.e., vowels and zebra
finch calls) both have broadband harmonic structures with
high spectral complexity and low fundamental frequency
(Amador and Margoliash, 2013). Zebra finches and humans
also share aspects of auditory perception in that both species
are sensitive to absolute and relative frequencies (Weisman
et al., 1994, 1998, 2004, 2014). As vowel identity is encoded
in relative formant frequencies and speaker identity is more
closely tied to absolute formant frequencies, zebra finches’
sensitivity to both absolute and relative frequencies may
explain why they are able to separate vowel information
from speaker information. Lastly, in humans and songbirds,
the same vocal mechanism produces both the (linguistic)
message and information about the signaler, so that both
the message and variation in the message arising from
individual differences in the signaler are encrypted in the same
signal.
Thus, humans and songbirds face similar challenges in
decoding biologically relevant signals (Kriengwatana et al.,
2015). How this is done (either through transformations of
the acoustic signal, i.e., normalization, or by other types
of perceptual learning and categorization principles) remains
to be determined. Nonetheless, given the many similarities
between vocal production, characteristics of the acoustic vocal
signal, auditory perception, and need for accurate perceptual
categorization in humans in songbirds, it may not be so surprising
that there are also parallels in perceptual mechanisms that allow
both species to overcome the problem of separating variability
associated with content of the signal from variability arising from
the individual signaler. This could potentially explain why zebra
finches without experience in categorizing human speech can still
successfully partial out speaker-dependent variation and classify
vowels based on phonetic information.
In conclusion, our study shows that vowel categorization,
despite speaker and gender differences in vowel production, may
be achieved without exposure to inter-speaker variability. These
results are suggestive of an auditory bias for discounting inter-
speaker variability in vowel production that is shared across
species and not unique to humans. As current normalization
procedures do not sufficiently explain our behavioral results,
our findings necessitate novel approaches that can explain
how listeners accommodate for speaker differences in vowels
without prior experience with different speakers. Incorporation
of features or processes that songbirds use to recognize and
categorize elements of songs despite inter-individual differences in
production may be an important and necessary step to achieving
a effective yet parsimonious method of speaker normalization in
human speech.
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